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gis exhibition

The Italian lifting, heavy transport and marine 
handling exhibition GIS was held in early October 
this year and was by far and away the largest 
in its history with more than 400 exhibitors. 
The increased size meant that the Piacenza 
exhibition centre struggled to cope in terms of 
parking and space. The general feeling was that 
overall, the show was a major success. 

The following photographic roundup mostly 
covers new or unusual exhibits. We simply 
do not have space for all exhibits, however a 
more comprehensive photographic overview 
can be found on Vertikal.net -  https://vertikal.
net/en/news/story/42519/gis-in-pictures. We 
will also be covering the new product launches 
in more depth in future issues of the magazine. 

gis bigger  
than ever

New spider and tracked 
lift company aLift with 
11M H110 A dynamic 

auto level tracked  
boom

Walter Aldini 
(L) and Angelo 

Arovere of aLift 
looking for  

good dealers

CTE’s new 18m  
Traccess 180 spider lift

Almac/AlmaCrawler 
platforms and its 
new crane

The 45m Hidrokon  
HK 45 TPF with  

unusual rear  
storage platform

The 40 tonne BG Lift 
M4000 tracked crane

CTE’s new 24m Zeta 24 J 
truck mounted lift

The 22m GSR 
B220PXR 

Comfort XEV 
on 3.5t Iveco 

chassis

The new four 
wheel version of 

AxoLift’s Manulift 
200 - the 200-4
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gis exhibition
The Haulotte 

stand

Electroelsa’s Marco Bernardi 
(L) and Said Shabana

The busy IPAF stand

Platform Basket’s 
all new 54m Spider 
T54 has an eight 
section boom and 
four section jib

LGMG with its 
latest electric 

boom lifts

The well stocked 
Valla stand - 

with mostly new 
models

The first production unit of the 58m Palazzani spider lift sold to Tecman

Next 
Hydraulics 
electric truck 
and crane

Magni booms and scissor lifts from Dingli

On the Oxley stand 
the new TB22-9 
underbridge inspection 
platform on a 3.5t 
chassis

The Merlo stand with 
the eWorker electric 

telehandler

On the Easy Lift stand (L-R) 
Gianluca Pez and Emanuele 
Sorianini of Easy Lift with 
Fritz Collé of Collé, Manuela 
Vender and Sofia Lucchini of 
Easy Lift

A  busy show

CTE and Terex stands
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gis exhibition
The 75m truck 
mounted Horyong 
furniture lift on 
the CEM stand

Socage’s 100m 
Barbie pink FortSte 
100TJJ

The innovative 
HiCrane stand

The Sinoboom stand

The Sunward stand with 
mini crawler cranes and 
new 46ft boom lift

Zoomlion showed 
both cranes 

and aerial work 
platforms

Oil & Steel’s new 
truck mounted lifts

The Jekko stand XCMG showed 
a range of 
platforms 

alongside its 
European All 
Terrains and 

Rough Terrain 
cranes

A new underbridge 
platform manufacturer 

Weico with its new 
Hercules 2.0

Another rapidly 
growing pick & carry 

crane maker Delta 
with the DK 100

The Levo stand with Unic spider cranes

Oil & Steel’s new 
spider lift

Cormach 50000 
E6ASC Plus crane 

with JMG all 
electric chassis 

and running gear
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Place your products in front of  
almost 28,000 crane, telehandler  
and aerial lift buyers & users  
reading the November issue of  
cranes & access…

in the neXt issue of 

Ask us about our Special Advertising Packages advertising@vertikal.net  
or call us on UK +44(0)8448 155900  or mobile +44(0)7989 970862 

this issue will include features on:
Pick & carry/industrial cranes   
In this feature we’ll be reviewing the latest developments in this 
increasingly popular but niche equipment sector which covers industrial 
pick & carry and carry deck cranes. If you have news or information to add, 
we’d love to hear from you. 

Send any information, news, photographs or ideas on these subjects to  editor@vertikal.net 

every issue of c&a is also packed with our regular columns and news plus 
reader’s letters, books, models, training, along with the latest news from 
cpa, allmi, and ipaf. 

truck mounted lifts
Truck mounted platforms come in various sizes and types and the sector 
continues to grow and evolve. We take a look at the latest trends, new 
product developments and launches. Have you got any news or interesting 
applications?

outrigger mats and Pads
With the use of outrigger mats and pads now the norm, we look at some of the latest 
developments and new entrants, along with case studies and recommendations. If you 
have any interesting applications to add, we’d like to hear about them.

used equipment and refurbishment
The used equipment market for cranes and aerial work platforms continues to change 
as options to buy or sell increase, while  
refurbishment of certain older models can  
prove an excellent investment - we take a  
look at some alternatives.
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gis exhibition
The new 35m 
Raptor 35S  
spider lift

The 200t 
 TCM C2000

JMG stand

Soltec’s unique Netok 
four metre/2,000kg 

telehandler with 
elevating cab, almost 

zero turning radius and 
pressurised cab

Multitel MT 
162 Axon

Versalift, Movex, France Elevateur, Ruthmann  
and Bluelift together on one long stand

Geda stand




